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Article 10

unintentional intrusions with stinging retaliation.

B ugs, B eetles,
G rasshoppers, and K ids

There also exists the smaller black variety. With

Patrick L. Odell

unfortunately, there were more of the little critters

great disrespect and naughtiness, we called them
“piss” ants. Their stings were less painful, but
available to chew on you. They scurried along the
branches of the trees, tumbled off, and fell down

A major portion of any farm kid’s recreational

the necks of loose shirts of those walking under the

and work life is centered around a continuous and

trees. There must be some profound law of nature

grand battle with bugs. The simple act of walking

that states that if each sting is less painful, then

through a patch of grass can result unintentionally

there will be more bugs available to sting. The total

in becoming attached to some ten to twenty or so

sting power of each species is invariant with respect

chiggers. I don’t recall ever actually seeing a single

to the total number in the species.

chigger. I have felt their stings and seen their welts.

There were blow flies that generated white nasty

They not only

wiggling swarms of little repulsive worms called

choose to bury themselves in the back of one’s legs,

maggots that devoured a carcass, either alive or

behind the knees, but insist that at least one of

dead. They were especially disliked by stockmen

them climb up and chew their way inelegantly into

who, motivated by their threat, treated every cut,

one’s groin. Mothers have been socially blighted by

wound, and open sore on sheep, dogs, cattle, and

being accompanied in public by a child scratching

pigs with a dosage of creosote dabbed on each abra

vigorously away at his or her crotch, yearning for

sion to discourage the fly from depositing its eggs.

relief from a chigger bite. I visualize chiggers as

There were horse flies whose sting was equally as

being all mouth with enormous teeth. However, I

painful as that of a red ant. Horse flies are giants of

have read that they look like little red spiders.

the fly family, approximately four times the size of

Their behavior is intolerable.

Summer evenings were noisy with crickets and

a house fly, that hung around our barnyard. Then,

locusts vibrating and clicking away in harmonies

of course, there were hordes of the

and rhythms. The evenings were times when
squadrons of buzzing mosquitoes
\ I patrolled the area, searching for a living

common house fly.

J] I

During the 1930’s, my aunts
actually herded house flies out the
door of the farmhouse using tea

/ target possessing enough blood to supply
a banquet for every member. A

towels. Each aunt held her towel by its narrow edge

^ kid is just such a target. There were red
/ ants to avoid. Every summer at least one of us
'w ould accidentally sit or stand in a den or on an
ant hill. The fiery red soldiers countered these

and waved the lengthy loose portion above her
head. Together they drove the flies toward the door
in groups. One of the kid cousins would on cue
quickly open the door, and the herders would drive
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the flies through the opened door into the outside

poet and perhaps even to some of us than

air. If told to use a fly swatter to assassinate one,

a church service. At any rate, this poem

you were required to be very careful and not squash

includes the famous words:

the fly. A squashed fly would leave a slight but

“Oh wad some Power the giftie gie us

permanent blood stain on the wallpaper or curtain,

To see oursel’s as other see us!”

depending on which surface the fly was sitting

It is true however that we kids would

when the unsophisticated blow was delivered. To

recite a few choice verses also!

squash one against the surface of a clean plate or

thought them especially appropriately
defiant. We also thought them to be funny.

dish was an almost unforgivable sin. It was best,

We

with respect to minimizing the amount of chastise

“Some skeeters fly high,

ment one received, to develop a glancing blow that

Other skeeters fly low,

stunned the critter so it fell first to the floor. There

Any skeeter fly on me

you could squash him good and proper with a bare

Ain’t going to fly no mow!”

or shodded foot, and then no one would complain.

Another ditty that was popular and

any of these creatures even though some modern

useful to gleefully taunt a sulking female
cousin, a sister or an unhappy little brother

ecologist might vigorously defend them. In fact, if

was the following:

I really can’t believe that there is much use for

there were much use for any one of them, I am sure

“Nobody loves me!

that at least one would have found some minor

Everybody hates me!

place in our literature.

Going out to the garden to eat worms.

I recall that a scorpion

(called a vinergeroon) was mentioned briefly some

Big fat woolly ones,

where in the literature of the Southwest. The
movies have done more by developing a few stories

Slimy long skinny ones,

with giant locusts or bees or hordes of marching
ants attacking an affluent suburb or a frontier set
tlement, thereby properly and profitably frighten
ing our own children in an air conditioned, well
sprayed, bugless theater or TV room.
To be perfectly fair, I must admit the poet
Robert Burns did write a poem entitled “To a
Louse” in which he recorded his thoughts and
philosophical speculations while observing a louse
crawling about on a lady’s bonnet during a church
service. I suppose a louse’s behavior is more enter
taining and intellectually stimulating to a serious

Oh how they tickle when they squirm!”
Some bugs were tolerable. Butterflies
were nice and at times interesting. The
story that the monarch butterfly would fly
off somewhere to Mexico was perhaps true

>

but not particularly believable at that time.
The docile lady bug was fun to catch and
amused us for hours when we let it walk on
our clothes, our hands and arms. Fireflies were
fun to watch, hard to catch, and impossible
to figure out.
j
The stick-like praying mantises were
funny creatures that almost never moved j
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when watched, unlike the dragon flies who moved

were too small, they wouldn’t thread properly on a

almost continuously.

The harmless, ill-propor

hook; if you chose to hunt one that was too big,

tioned, long-legged spider with a tiny body that we

you spent all your fishing time trying to catch the

called granddaddy-longlegs was fun to collect and

elusive critter. One just the right size was one

could be used to annoy the younger kids. This was

whose shell was tough enough to hold securely to

done by placing several on their person, preferably

the hook and small enough to be caught.
Your cupped hand was your net. The object
was to pin the hopper down on a bed of grass. If
on your first try you missed, the grasshopper
would leap, fly, or leap and fly some five to twenty
or even thirty feet. Then the process had to be
repeated. The task was to creep again slowly and
stealthily close enough to be able to make a second
attempt. A sequence of these maneuvers usually
resulted in a captured hopper for bait. If your prey

in their hair or down their shirts or blouses.
My sister Martha actually enjoyed crickets! The

was one of the larger ones, it could leap out of dan

crickets, I suspect, did not enjoy Martha. She kept

ger again and again, and the efforts of the hunter

pouring water down a cricket hole until one, two,

were wasted. Another disadvantage to a large hop

or three would come struggling out gasping (if

per was that the sinker (usually a ten penny nail)

crickets gasp) for air. A sister who enjoys drown

was not heavy enough to pull the struggling rascal

ing crickets had to be watched since the next step
may be drowning chickens, and from there who

beneath the water. An unsuccessful yet stubborn

knows what larger critters would be next. Wet or

and tenacious hopper hunter was never a success
ful fisherman. He never had the time left over to

dry, there is not much of a market for crickets.
And Martha, now a teacher in a small town public

fish much.

school, probably wishes, at times, to drown some

most grasshoppers is the very nature and appear

other critters!
A few insects were even useful and lent funda
mental aid to important projects. Clearly,
grasshoppers were by far the most useful bugs since
these creatures, along with angle worms, were our
major source for fishing bait. Worms were better
bait, but grasshoppers were easier to find.
Grasshoppers were plentiful and readily available
throughout the summer for catfish bait. All you
had to do was catch one of the right size. If they

ance of their saliva. It looks just like tobacco juice.
It has the dark brown appearance of the spit of a
person (male or female) who chews tobacco or dips
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One useless but interesting characteristic of

snuff. After each fishing trip, our hands were dis
colored with a brown stain and looked as if we had
been cleaning spittoons at some local pool hall or
domino parlor. Nasty looking hands and a fishy
smell were natural disorderly signs of a successful
fisherman.
Potato bugs were serious criminals. They had

to be plucked from the leaves of the potato plants

nothing ever came out. All of which still remains

and executed. Insecticides were not used since they

a mystery to me. Reason says that they ought to

were expensive and dangerous. One summer dur

have exploded or grown to a monstrous size.

ing wheat harvest, a neighbor kid had tragically

Neither ever happened. I guess they must have
eaten continuously until they just up and died.
This brings me to an interesting question; do bugs
sleep? A professor friend of mine said they rest but
was not real sure that they actually slept.

His

answer made my next question moot. It was, do
bugs snore when they sleep?
There were stink bugs who were offensively
odiferous when squashed. These creatures could
be found between the dry loosened bark and the
inner trunk of a rotting tree. There were blister
beetles whose touch would cause a rash of blisters
swallowed some poisonous liquid by accidentally
drinking what he thought to be water from the

on one’s skin. Blister beetles seem to prefer one
species of tree over other species.

I recall that

wrong jug and died. Some of our mothers feared

species to be the chinaberry tree.

When one

the poisons and argued against having the stuff

walked beneath a tree, a blister beetle could fall on

around the farms. Kids and dogs couldn’t be trust

one’s head, neck, arm, or bare leg. Fortunately,

ed. But mainly it was cheaper with kid labor to

they were slow to release their irritant and could be

purge by hand the ten acres of bug infested field of

brushed away fairly quickly to avoid the blister.

“new” potato plants. Each bug found on a leaf was
picked off by hand and then crushed by squashing
the guilty varmint between one’s pointing finger
and thumb.

Then there were tumble bugs. These industri
ous critters rolled balls of livestock manure along

Tomato worms also had to be eliminated.
There were woolly ones, and slick green ones, and
one with a single horn like a rhinoceros. The
worm had more legs than a rhino. Each worm
could devour a leaf right in front of your very eyes.
Their eating manners were horrible. If you lis
tened closely, you could actually hear them as they
crunched and gobbled away. They were eating
machines. It seemed as if everything went in but

the sand. The tidy spherical balls were used later as
nurseries for their young. The balls were about the
size of a large marble, one used for a “shooter,”
about one and one quarter inches in diameter. We
would watch these creatures for hours and specu
late how many bugs were necessary to rid the cor
rals of their soggy contents. We concluded that
one cow could keep a truckload of them busy! A
herd of sheep would have kept a million of them
rolling along. Maybe a billion or even a trillion.
The big villain of our insect world was the black

W
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widow spider, a truly beautiful shiny black creature

lenge. I suppose the Lord hasn’t let them get to

with a red dot on its large round belly and a hor

western Oklahoma, yet. Maybe He figures those

rid head with deadly looking jaws. My Uncle Pete

unfortunate dry land folks living there have

was bitten once and laid frighteningly still for a

enough problems the way it is, with lesser things to

week and was very ill. We kids would look in on

deal with like tornadoes, rattlesnakes, and their

him intermittently and wondered how it felt.

own peculiar collection of irritating and obnoxious

Every visit to the outdoor toilet brought forth
frightful visions of a black widow spider lurking

insects.
It is true that the largest cockroach I have ever

somewhere under the seat ready to do his deadly

seen was in Texas. Oklahoma cockroaches are dis

deeds on those parts of us that protruded through

gustingly ugly, but the Texas ones are both dis

the holes.
Great centipedes had to be watched since they

gustingly ugly and big! Texans claim that fly

also had a painful sting. One learned early to flick

medium size ones, and a Winchester rifle is for the

blister beetles, spiders, and centipedes and never

large ones.”

pin them to one’s body by slapping directly down

mothers have been

on the bug against your body. Even though you

embarrassed

may have squashed the vicious villian, it could get

discover that a

in the last painful punch. My brother, Mac, in the

school insect pro

summer following his fourth grade, smacked one
with the palm of his hand and unfortunately

ject included a few reput
ed to be from her kitchen.

pinned it down against his leg. The centipede

In Dallas each year a

laced him with a set of stinger marks, one for each

contest is held in which the

leg of the centipede.
It was later in Texas that I met the champion of

largest

the obnoxious stinging fraternity. The scorpion is

rant in which it was found is revealed.

swatters are for small ones, a fishing net is for
Many
to

cockroach

is

pro

claimed the winner and the location of the restau

an evil little creature with a sting that can bring

Every year there existed a two week period in

tears to the toughest West Texas cowboy or
Mexican sheepherder. They range in size from a
tiny nasty version to ones as long as six evil inches
long. They search everywhere for moisture, a wet

June in which the June bugs appeared suddenly to
dominate and destroy the peace of the nights.

bathing suit hung to dry on a clothes line, a moist
shoe lying on the back porch of a house, or simply
the moist environment of a musty crack in the
floor. When riled, they strut threateningly about
with their stinger tipped tail curved above their
back, defiantly daring anyone or anything to chal

the glowing electric street lights in the towns.
Each morning the sidewalks would be literally cov
ered by dead ones lying scattered about. The cause
of their deaths was and still is a mystery to me, but
they came in bunches and they died in bunches.
They were brown beetles with hard shells and
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They appeared all at once in great numbers, clus
tering, and swarming around and over and about

When a car

the usefulness of cockroaches, pill bugs, ticks, fleas,

would run over their dead little bodies, they would

lice, and chiggers. Each person’s choice of the most

crunch and pop. If June bugs had a purpose, it

worthless bug probably depends on the type and

must have been to annoy kids by making their sum

kind of companions each of us have kept or are now

mer nights disagreeable, especially those kids who

keeping.

wings about the size of a marble.

wanted to stay out after dark and not go home.

I have had two occasions to mix socially with the

June bugs did more for keeping kids at home than

tarantula spider, the large woolly black creature that

most activities devised by parents. It seemed as if

biologists claim to be harmless. Both of these occa

someone kept throwing small living marbles at you.

sions occurred in New Mexico near The White

They not only hurt when they flew into you, but

Sands Proving Grounds. The first occasion was

they made a disgusting thumping noise (a dull

when I drove my car over some as they migrated

thud) when they hit somewhere on your head.

across the highway one evening, apparently moving

Gnats are weird! They swarmed in cylindrical

to some mountains nearby. They walked along in

clouds here and there beneath the trees. Yet the

herds, and I failed to avoid them as I drove to El

cloud remained stationary. That is, it did not
move. The gnats would be flying their little wings

Paso. The second occasion occurred while climb

off to stay within the swarm. All day long they are

ing one of those mountains. As I pulled myself up
over a ledge and my eyes came level with the top of

somewhere under the trees in the canyon. Yet about

the cliff, I stared directly into the eyes of one of
these seemingly enormous creatures. He sprang

sundown the swarm will find a cow being milked, a

aside, to my relief. He really didn’t have to, for I

content to fly within a swarm clustered motionless

pig being fed, a sheep lying down, or a human
doing most anything, and then the swarm will
move en mass and form a buggy halo about the
poor individual and bother him to no end. If you
moved, they moved with you. If you swatted at
them, they simply parted and your hand passed
through the swarm without hitting even one. If a
gnat chose to light, it landed on your eyelid, or in
your eye, in and up your nostril, or in your ear.
They, like the June bug, appear to have absolutely
no use. They must be a mistake of nature.
I know that God has a reputation of making no
errors, and far be it from me to foolishly and imper
tinently accuse Him of one, but if He ever did, it
surely must have been in creating a June bug or a
gnat. I suppose there are those that would question

would have gladly fallen off the ledge to let him stay
where he was.
There is a hierarchy of wasps. Mud dobbers are
ranked lowest on the fear index. No kid except a
few city girls would ever worry about being harmed
by a mud dobber. Brown wasps were a real bother
and had to be watched. Their stings were painful
and their numbers significant. However, a yellow
W
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jacket was the one member of the wasp family that

portions of the swimming hole if one or more of

made even the bravest of us run in real terror.

the cranky creatures chose to skate in that area on

When a yellow jacket came flying along the banks

the surface of the water. Every now and then, one

of the wash out or along a creek, we all kept a cau

of the yellow dive bombers would, apparently

tious eye on him. Every one of them had the dis

unprovoked, take after an unfortunate swimmer.

position of a cobra snake crossed with a pregnant

We would scream and holler advice to each other

junk yard bull terrior dog, and when riled, looked

and the unfortunate victim. “Protect your eyes!

indiscriminately for a victim for hasty retaliation.

Lookout! Here comes another! Protect your eyes!”

Their complex eyes generated pure hate for kids.

On returning home after a long afternoon at the

Hate was returned by us kids, although with a

swimming hole, one or more of the swimmers

much lesser commitment to battle. On approach

would wear puffy eyes nearly swollen shut from

ing the wash-out which contained our summer

the stings of the yellow jackets.

swimming hole, our corporate conversation would

would shake their heads, either truly sympathetic

include statements like, “Hope there are no

at our misfortune, or with the predestined knowl

wasps,” or “Do you think there will be many wasps

edge that another generation of Odells had taken

today?” and “If there are wasps today, I hope they

another licking from another generation of can

ain’t any yellow jackets.” Then the bravado would

tankerous and evil yellow jackets and their allies.

encourage us all with the boast, “Come on, I ain’t

Apparently, the good guys never won in these bat

scared of no yellow jacket!”

tles at the swimming hole.

Our mothers

In the canyon in which our house was located,

Now there were some battles of a different sort

there were many colors and kinds of wasps. They

that we kids won over the wasps. Actually, and

all socially congregated at their social club, which

more accurately, the victories were over the larvae

happened to be the nearby swimming hole, just as

of the wasps. Even these encounters with the ear

we did on hot summer afternoons. They flew

liest forms of the

about in patternless trajectories, not like butterflies

species were not
complete victories.

that flit about randomly apparently without pur
pose or destination. Yet they did not fly like birds
on straight line paths, either, but in trajectories
which were short sequences of crooked spurts fol
lowed by straight and purposeful paths of more
orderly flight. Activity would come to a cautious
and hushed lull when a yellow jacket entered the
flying paths that crisscrossed the swimming hole.
At times we were motivated to evacuate various
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On many occasions we
would find a wasp’s nest
attached to the eaves of the
house, or attached to the
rafter of a shed, or to
the inside of the
roof of a granary.
When this occurred, it was

our exciting task to destroy the living contents of

plates like breastplates of iron, and the sound of

the paper-like nest. It looked much like a circular

their wings was like a thundering of many horses

shaped dried out honey cone growing out of a spot

and chariots rushing into battle. They had tails

on the structure upon which it was attached. Each

and stings like scorpions, and in their tails they had

of the cells eventually would produce a new wasp,

power to torment people for five months.’’

and for a while after that, it would be the wasp’s
earliest residence. In fact, if the wasps had already

Now that is what I call real mean bugs! Even the
Texans can’t match that!

hatched, these cells became rocket launchers from
which the enemy could launch an attack.

Our

strategy was to knock the nest off the wall and then
smash it with several hasty violent blows from a
scoop shovel. Other times our strategy was to burn
the nest in its place, especially if we thought some
of the wasps had already hatched out. Failure
in these instances could be painful,
and everyone who took part was
prepared to run at full speed in
retreat from the battle ground.
If the reader thinks that all
this is a bit far fetched, then
consider the following scrip
ture

extracted

from

Revelations, verses seven
through ten in chapter
nine:
“The locusts looked
like horses prepared for
battle. On their heads
they wore something likeP
crowns of gold, and their
faces resembled human
faces. Their hair was like
women’s hair, and their teeth were
like lion’s teeth. They had breast-
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